‘Live Long And
Prosper’.
The blessing just
became true!

Maxsell Intelligent Money Counter-cum-Detector
The most rugged and robust
currency counting and detecting
machine that goes on and on!

MX50i



RBI Tested. Maxsell MX50i is tested by
the highest regulatory bank in the
country. So you can be sure of it’s
performance and accuracy.
Chipset Upgrade. Maxsell MX50i can be
upgraded just through a chipset - saves
time, money and of course it is
future-proof.
iScan Enabled. iScan technology for
accuracy in counting regular notes and
detecting super fake notes due to special
grade sensors.

Highlights

Specifications

 Advanced iScan technology can detect most of the
super fake notes in ₹ 1000, 500 & 100- New 500, 2000
 Ideal to sort old and new series of ₹ 1000, 500 & 100
 Counting speed of 6 seconds per 100 notes
 Counts notes in any condition
 Sound-alarm with error code to indicate suspicious
notes
 Ease of cleaning in counting area and sensors through
top-opening cover
 Detection technology - iScan, UV, IR, MG & width
 Automatic counting, batch presetting and adding
mode
 Detects double note, half note, chained note besides
suspicious notes
 Auxilliary display (optional)

Hopper Capacity
Stacker Capacity
Counting Speed
Display
Power Supply
Power Consumption
Dimension (in mm)
Weight
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200 notes
150 notes
>1000 notes/minute
3 Digits LED for counting / preset
220V / 50Hz
≤80 W
287 (L) x 243 (W) x 248 (H)
7.6 kgs

Speak to our local representative on+91.72992 77000
TWELVE
MONTHS
WARRANTY
Disclaimer
Currency detecting / counting / sorting by Maxsell
range of machines is designed to give you the
utmost accuracy in these functions. They are
however to be taken as a guidance measure and
not as a certification or authentication of the
currency notes.
Copyright
The brand 'Maxsell' and all the products under,
along with their technology the same belong to
Arihant Marketing. Strict action will be taken
against those who copy or use the Maxsell brand
without authorisation.
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Arihant Maxsell Technologies Pvt. Ltd.
No. 10, Gowdia Mutt Road
Chennai 600014. India.
info@maxsell.co.in
+91.44.404 70000
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www.maxsell.co.in

